HOW TO SELECT
THE RIGHT
SOFTWARE
PROVIDER
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ARE YOU GOING TO
SELECT NEW SOFTWARE?
Software providers abound, and very
likely they will call you again and again
wanting to present their solutions.
CapaSystems has made a brief guide with concrete
advice on what you need to be aware of when you
contemplate switching software providers or wish to
integrate a new system in your organization.

1. WHAT ARE YOUR REQUIREMENTS?
The most important thing is to be absolutely sure of what it
is your organization needs. Make a prioritized list of which
pain points the software must address, and then split the
list into a nice to have and a need to have section. This
will help you assess whether the solution you are looking
at will suit your organization or not.
A large IT solution can impact the structure and future
of your organization, so assess it against the overall stra
tegy of your organization and make sure that the software
solution will truly support you in achieving your strategic
goals. It is critical to define your organization’s require
ments before you begin the actual search for the most
suitable software provider.
2. VERIFY THE CREDIBILITY OF THE SOFTWARE
PROVIDER
It is essential that you carefully research each prospective
software provider. What is their reputation, and for how
long have they served the market? Is their turnover in
creasing or decreasing? Are they generating revenue? To
what extent are they solvent? Which resources and com
petencies do they have available? Do they have their own
development team? Are there any partners associated?
Credibility is vital when you are going to form a close
relationship with a new provider.
3. WHAT DOES YOUR NETWORK SAY?
It is always a good idea to check what other customers
have to say about your prospective software provider.
Use your network: Do they know the software provider?
Is their experience positive or negative? Also ask the soft
ware provider for references—if they have a good pro
duct, then they are also likely to have satisfied customers
who will gladly describe their experience with the provider.
Use this to uncover as much information about a pro
spective software provider as possible.
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4. IS THE SOFTWARE FUTURE-PROOF AND
SCALABLE?
Check if the software is future-proof, customizable and
scalable. The last thing you need as an IT manager is to
be in a situation 2-3 years down the line where you need
to re-invest in alternative software because the chosen
software provider is unable to handle your requirements
for expansion or for targeting new markets.

8. FORMULATE AND AGREE ON SUCCESS
CRITERIA
Before you put pen to paper, you and the software pro
vider should formulate and agree on the success criteria
(KPIs) for your future co-operation. This will make it much
easier for both parties to know what is required for a suc
cessful project initiation and implementation. Getting off to
a good start will provide for a long and fruitful relationship.

5. ARE THERE HIDDEN OR EXTRA COSTS?
Hidden costs are a pain when you need to budget and
assess which software provider provides the best value
for money. Scrutinize terms and conditions: Does training
come at an extra cost? Is there an annual maintenance
fee on top of the monthly support costs?

Have fun!

6. WHO OWNS YOUR DATA WHEN/IF YOU GO
SEPARATE WAYS?
Any type of relationship can end for whatever reason.
Should that happen, it is important to know if a software
provider would be likely to hold back your data or demand
a high price for releasing data that is really yours. If the
data has been encrypted, you should expect to have to
pay—but not astronomical amounts. Get these important
details agreed right from the start.
7. DO A POC
If it is possible to get a free trial period or do a POC (Proof
of Concept) installation, then make use of it to test fea
tures and functionality and verify benefits before you make
the big investment. If your trial or POC does not provide
all the answers, then don’t hesitate to ask the software
provider. It is important to be sure that the software is
as close as possible to being the perfect match for your
organization.
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